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KYRA COMFORT™ Stirrups
KYRA COMFORT™ Stirrups improve upon all other versions of boot-style stirrups in ways that directly benefit 
your patient and your staff.

The unique design of the boot accommodates legs with 4” more circumference than comparable traditional 
stirrups while providing 1/2“ more pressure reducing cushioning.

Makes prepping easier as the medial-to-lateral foot/ankle closure system moves bothersome straps to the 
lateral side reducing potential interference.

Surgical teams now have more space in the operative field due to the curved support rods allowing more 
room to access operative space while in high lithotomy position.

The optional KYRA Secure-Lok™ Closure Straps eliminate Velcro® BRAND straps and are designed to improve 
infection control.
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Specifications
Patient Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
Abduction Range: +25° to –9°
Lithotomy Range: +85° to –55°

VELCRO® BRAND 
Closure

Secure-Lok™ Closure 
Straps

Secure-Release™ 
Integrated Clamps

KYRA Comfort™ Stirrup w/ 
traditional straps 
Part No. 470-1330-0130

Yes No No

KYRA Comfort™ Stirrup w/
Secure-Lok™ straps*
Part No. 470-1330-0131

No Yes No

KYRA Comfort™ Stirrup 
w/ integrated clamps & 
traditional straps
Part No. 470-1330-0132

Yes No Yes

KYRA Comfort™ Stirrup w/ 
integrated clamps & Secure-
Lok™ straps*
Part No. 470-1330-0133

No Yes Yes

Models/Options
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No more pinch hazards
The KYRA Comfort Stirrup’s curved support rods eliminate
dangerous pinch hazards that traditional stirrups present but 
without the use of hard-to-clean guards.

The unique “blade design” also eliminates potential pinch hazards 
present when mounting traditional stirrups onto table rails.

Infection Prevention Straps
KYRA Comfort Stirrups are changing the rules of the game by 
using non-Velcro® straps.

Simply wipe down the aerospace-strength KYRA Secure-Lok™ 
Closure Straps to fully clean them. No more risking infections to 
the patient by having leftover contaminents stuck in the hard-to-
clean bristles of Velcro®.

The straps make a “pop” sound when locked into place, so you 
know they are secure.

As the straps latch to the outside, you no longer compromise the 
sterile field by having to latch to the inside of the boot. This will 
save you time and not get in the way of other staff.
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More flexibility
The flexible KYRA DURAFLEX™ Stirrup Boot cradles larger legs 
than traditional stirrups.

The unique foot section allows extreme inversion/eversion of the 
foot, which eliminates the potential of contact with hard boot 
boxes present on traditional stirrups.

No more lost clamps
The Integrated KYRA Secure-Release™ Clamp solves the “lost 
clamp problem”.

Optioinal easy-to-mount, easy-to-release, the Integrated KYRA 
Secure-Release™ Clamp makes life easier and less hectic for staff.

More padding
Kyra Medical’s unique stirrup design allows ½” more padding than 
traditional stirrups for pressure relief.

Unlike traditional boot pads, Kyra’s pad protects the medial and 
lateral aspect of the ankle.
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Kyra Advantage - Patient
3 Bigger boot compared to traditional stirrups
3 Flexible boot opens to accommodate larger patients
3 1/2” thicker padded plush cushions
3 Best in industry range of motion (140o total range)
3 Ankle will not rub against boot as cushions wrap around the boot sides
3 Accommodates taller patients

Kyra Advantage - Infection Control
3 Secure-Lok™ straps made of aerospace-strength rubber that is easily wiped down
3 Straps go towards the outside, staying out of the sterile field

KYRA COMFORT™ Stirrups
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Kyra Advantage - Staff
3 3 critical finger pinch-points eliminated:

- No more accidental activations which can cause finger crush
- No more finger crush when inserting stirrups into clamp
- No more pinch hazard when articulating

3 Optional integrated clamps (No more lost clamps or wasting time searching)
3 Ergonomic handles/levers that require less effort to use and also fold out of the way
3 Easier articulation operation (female in 50th percentile can easily operate)
3 Faster and easier setup as straps go towards the outside, staying out of the sterile field

Kyra Advantage - Biomed
3 Repair in-house (No more sending stirrups away)
3 Robust stainless steel cylinder (much stronger than traditional plastic versions) 
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Leadership. Innovation. Focus. Excellence.

3 Cushions & Mattresses
3 Equipment Booms
3 Gel Pads & Positioners
3 Linen Solutions

3 Nurse Documentation Centers
3 OR Products
3 Patient Transfer
3 Room Equipment

3 Sterilization & CSR Products
3 Stretchers & Accessories
3 Surgical & Exam Lights
3 Surgical Tables & Accessories


